
  

 

Social Entrepreneurship in the Greater Philadelphia Region 

Discussion Notes 
 

Large Group Discussion 

What are the greatest barriers facing social entrepreneurs in the Philadelphia region?  

• Prioritizing mission vs. profit 

• Need to bring successes to scale 

• Too much red tape around access to capital 

• Lack of incentives 

• Capital flow (and lack of will to disrupt existing capital flow to traditional 

programs/orgs/etc) 

• Government growth in programming crowding out opportunities for social entrepreneurs 

• Overreliance on government money for social services 

• Funder skepticism—lack of understanding of opportunities for impact investing 

• Mentorship – need more  

• Attitude in the city that we need to shrink 

• Philadelphia mindset that is wedded to the past when we need to think about the future 

• Disconnect between Philadelphia as a region and Philadelphia as a city 

• We don’t promote the work of Philadelphia 

• No collective marketing/the need for multiple shared identities 

 

What can non-profit and for-profit entities learn from one another to help facilitate the growth of 

social entrepreneurship in the region?  

 

• Diversify revenue streams 

• Borrow ideas from venture capital for nonprofit investing by foundations 

• PRIs—change mindset  

• Need to view unmet social needs as new markets 

• For nonprofits, capital flows to winners—high ROI  

• Start thinking about Return on Mission  

• Learn to focus on different skillsets and capacities to perform different functions 

• Need to grow skillsets 

• Learn to measure performance 

• Join forces (non-profit and for-profit)  

• Align sustainability and mission 

• Nonprofits need better market research 

 



Break-Out Discussion Groups 

What are some immediate steps that the Philadelphia region can and must take to position itself 

as the destination for social entrepreneurs?  Some areas to explore include: 

• Infrastructure, including: Institutions? Funding? Policies? 

• Government engagement (and cooperation among county, local, and state gov’ts 

in region) 

• Interaction between public, private, non-profit sectors 

• Potential roles for philanthropic sector (opportunities to leverage $, fill “gaps,” support 

infrastructure, etc.) 

• Branding/positioning of region 

Key Points from ALL Groups (top examples provided from each) 

• Grow social entrepreneurship as a focus in the region  

• Use existing organizations and networks to educate about social entrepreneurship 

guerilla style 

• Educate people about opportunities and myths around social entrepreneurship 

• Create a community of funders and entrepreneurs 

• Social mapping—who’s here and who’s who 

• Clusters of corporate engagement, community investment, investment in enterprises – 

corporate engagement of youth 

• Find/establish physical spaces to promote serendipity— cross sector learning cohorts 

• Cut the red tape/barriers to entry into entrepreneurship in Philadelphia  

• Create new flexible capital instruments 

• Foundations should have a small set aside for PRI commitment 

YYYeeelll lllooowww   GGGrrrooouuuppp   

• Create capital flow that’s flexible to fit the needs of social entrepreneurs 

• New market of the individual donor 

• Education about the myths, misperceptions and opportunities for investment 

• Create a community 

• Keep thinkers and organizations like ElectNext  

Green Group 

• Look at clusters of business growth 

• Establish partnerships with the corporate community to engage youth 

• Funding incentives for collaboration/mergers and acquisitions  

• Create learning cohorts across sectors (business, nonprofit and government) 

• Build a stronger network of corporate social responsibility –single point of 

contact/streamline 

• Establish better social mapping—build a database to know/show who is in the region 

and what they do (“we work in philly”) 

• Build on success that leads to innovation 

• Write about the stories of successful mergers and collaborations 

• Find ways to promote serendipity and build physical spaces for sharing/learning 

(see/build models for shared office space) 



Red Group 

• Educate Boards—funders (especially small funders) lack capacity/understanding in this 

region 

• Education 

• Connect impact of social entrepreneurs to foundations’ missions 

• Create foundation commitment and support (a small set aside) for social 

entrepreneurship 

• Highlight good examples; Share positive stories and utilize network of media to move 

more into the mainstream 

• Recognition/validation— BME Challenge, for example and government recognition  

• Look for “bright spots” and replicate; let the bright spots rise to the top 

• We need a mechanism to connect and to create a welcoming environment 

• The priorities that foundations focus on have not evolved to the sustainability/social 

entrepreneurship market 

• Think beyond foundations to angel investors and establish connections 

• Creation of  B Corp classification in Pennsylvania 

• Philadelphia should set goals for the creation of B Corporations 

• Break ties to institutions 

• Project SEED and JOIN – competitive process 

• Need for better data and evaluation—disaggregation of data to support a tighter 

geographic focus (ie, specific communities, neighborhoods in City) 

• Better identification of problems that need solutions and a better understanding of how 

big those problems are 

• Remove barriers for entrepreneurs such as requirement to pay taxes upfront 

• Ending income tax deduction(which would allow for top organizations to rise to the top) 

• Focus on “betterness” (see book, Betterness: Economics for Humans  - 

http://www.amazon.com/Betterness-Economics-Humans-Kindle-ebook/dp/B006K5K5GI) 

Blue Group 

• Guerilla, grassroots promotion 

• Philadelphians need to know about and believe in messaging the successes 

• Use local tools 

• Educating locally to send message to Philadelphia 

• Social X Prize—have metrics to improve school of executives 

• Select data/metrics 

•  “Show and Tell” opportunities to market Philadelphia/a series of meetings to create 

relationships 

• Influence and educate “people with money” about social innovation 

•  “Road show” of business successes 

• DVG should educate foundations to create PRI rule (3% of funds to be invested in social 

perception 

• Federal Reserve partner for stakeholder meeting 

• Small Business Network, Chamber of Commerce 

• Quicker and faster ways to get beyond institutional problems 

• Entrepreneurship problems generally 

• Common meeting place or event to bring together two sectors 


